
Chapter 2801 

 Charlie smiled slightly and said in his heart: “Although the time I went out this time is not long, the 

distance I went is really far. A trip to Syria is 6000 kilometers, which is worth one and a half round trips 

from Aurous Hill to Japan.” But naturally, he couldn’t tell them that he had gone to Syria, so he smiled 

and said: “This time I went to Haicheng, not far away, and it took only three hours to drive.” 

“Haicheng…” Jacob asked curiously: “According to that, your client this time is Tailai, the richest man in 

Haicheng?” Charlie borrowed the donkey from Po and said with a smile: “Dad’s guess is really accurate!” 

Jacob chuckled, “Old man’s brain is not covered!” Elaine curled her lips on the side: “Just your mind, 

what can’t you do, what’s not enough to eat, and you still have a face?” Jacob was impatient, and 

blurted out: “I said, Elaine! I didn’t ask you right now? What are you doing with this?” Elaine said 

disdainfully: “Why? I’m still committing a crime, to tell the truth? This family doesn’t have my voice 

yet?” Charlie said hurriedly: “Mom, Dad, you two shouldn’t just seize the opportunity and quarrel, it 

hurts your feelings.” Elaine hurriedly said, “Hey, good son-in-law, let me interrupt, I don’t have any 

feelings with Jacob anymore. After all, we are separated.” Jacob hummed: “Hey, you can be regarded as 

saying something, and I have no relationship with you. We are now neighbors at best.” Elaine 

immediately slapped the table and shouted angrily: “Jacob, did I give you a face? Let me say, you have 

three sentences waiting here. Have you become more skilled?” Charlie hurriedly finished the game: “Oh 

mom, don’t be angry, isn’t Dad just jocking?” After finishing speaking, he quickly looked at Jacob, 

winking his eyes, and said: “Dad, you just finished eating, and you are idle. Or you can go for a run. Now 

the weather is getting warmer. It’s helpful to go for a run by the river. It’s so fun to digest and keep fit.” 

The meaning of Charlie’s words was to let Jacob go to Meiqing. Doesn’t Meiqing like to go for a run by 

the river? It happened that Jacob used his words to find Meiqing. But as soon as Jacob heard that he 

should go for a run by the river, he waved his hand and said, “I’m not going… my calf is still pumping and 

painful. It’s definitely not going to be better after ten and a half months!” 

Chapter 2802 

Elaine heard Jacob say that his calf was still pumping pain, and immediately frowned and asked: “Jacob, 

did you go for a run behind me?” Jacob retorted, “What does it mean to carry you on my back? If I take 

a walk, I have to report to you?” Elaine snorted coldly: “Half of your body is buried in the loess. What are 

you still running for? What do you do for running? Do you want to rejuvenate your second spring?” 

Jacob said impatiently: “Does it have anything to do with you? What are you asking so much for?” After 

that, he glanced at the crutches placed on the dining table next to Elaine, and sarcastically said, “Why, 

your legs are not working well, so I am not allowed to go out for a walk?” Charlie heard it loudly and 

said: “Dad and Mom, you two should not argue with each other much. The more you talk like this the 

more frustrated you two will end up.” Claire said without looking back while cooking the noodles: 

“Husband, you don’t know how I got through this meal. They have been pinching here for more than an 

hour, but I can’t persuade them. It’s…” Elaine said angrily at this time: “I didn’t mean to find his fault. 

The key point is that this guy speaks too annoyingly. My worst thing is this leg. I broke it twice. He 

doesn’t care about me at all. Forget it, who is still being ridiculed here, who are you bullying?” Jacob said 

coldly: “What does your broken leg have to do with me? I didn’t break it for you. Besides, you have been 

talking with me for a long time, and you didn’t mention your leg at that time. Son, don’t engage in moral 

kidnapping here.” Elaine said desperately, “I am morally kidnapped? Jacob, you are really discouraged! 

You forgot that you were paralyzed when you were driven by Junwei’s arrangement. How did I wait for 

you in the hospital? I was busy doing it for you. If you’re busy, will you leave me alone?” Jacob said 



disdainfully: “I don’t know? When I was injured, who was busy looking for a genius doctor?” With that, 

Jacob pointed to Charlie next to him, and said loudly: “My good son-in-law Charlie found it for me! If it 

weren’t for him, I would still be lying on the bed now.” Immediately afterward, Jacob looked at Elaine 

and asked, “You said you were busy, what were you busy with? Were you busy with cheating girls? You 

think I don’t know?” 
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“Don’t f@rt!” Elaine was uncovered, and suddenly shouted: “Which eye did you see me cheating my 

girl?” Jacob curled his lips and said, “Pretend, right? In the beginning, I was cured by the genius doctor. 

The doctor said that I would be hospitalized for another two days of observation and pay fewer 

hospitalization fees. What happened? You just took away the girl’s cheque. Yes, if I remember correctly, 

the amount on the cheque was at least 170,000, right?” Elaine suddenly didn’t know how to refute, her 

expression was green and white. Jacob sneered at this moment: “If I learn from you, after your broken 

leg, the first thing I do is to ask a girl to cheat some money, but I am not that kind of person. I am a 

qualified person. , Understand?” Elaine was anxious. She picked up the crutches and smashed Jacob 

with them. She still cursed and said: “Quality? I will let you talk about the quality and see if I don’t 

interrupt your leg!” Charlie hurriedly stopped her, and said with a bit of anger, “Oh, it’s all fine! You 

can’t say anything, right? Just when I got home, you two performed the martial arts at home, don’t 

forget that Claire and I are still there. .” When Elaine saw that Charlie was a little angry, she hurriedly 

laughed and said, “Good son-in-law, don’t be angry, it’s not against you, it’s all against Jacob this dog. 

Jacob originally wanted to fight her a few more words, but Charlie seemed unhappy when he thought 

about it, so he just sat a little farther, and muttered: “I don’t know what you do.” Elaine stared angrily, 

and Charlie said directly at this moment: “It’s OK, mom, don’t stay here and don’t let it go. Let it go, you 

must be annoying to recuperate at home these days, or I will let my friend prepares a VIP card for you at 

Shangri-La tomorrow. From now on, you can go to the SPA there every day, and you can just relax and 

enjoy a bit.” As soon as Elaine heard this, her brows were instantly delighted, and she cheered and said, 

“My God! Son-in-law, are you for real? I heard that the spa at Shangri-La is the most expensive and high-

end SPA in Aurous Hill, just do whatever you want. It costs thousands or tens of thousands of dollars to 

order any item!” Charlie smiled and said: “Shangri-La is the best hotel in Aurous Hill after all. Spas are all 

integrated with the hotel. Naturally, the grades cannot be low, but the money is not a problem. Their 

President happens to be my client. I can ask for an internal price even if I go to him, maybe I can get a 

free one.” 
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 “Oh, that’s great!” Elaine was very excited, and said excitedly: “Good son-in-law, then you will help 

mom to contact him tomorrow morning? Mom is really tired of staying at home these days, if I can go to 

a SPA sooner. Relaxation is not only good for physical and mental health, it might also be helpful for the 

recovery of my legs!” Charlie nodded and said, “I’ll help you ask, but the premise is that you don’t 

quarrel with Dad anymore.” Elaine said without hesitation: “Good son-in-law, don’t worry, I don’t even 

bother to be familiar with him. From now on, I will count myself as losing if I look at him right away!” 

Charlie did not delay, immediately took out his mobile phone, sent a WeChat voice to Issac, and said: 

“Mr. Issac, please do one thing, my mother-in-law wants a SPA VIP card for Shangri-La. Can you arrange 

it? Now, it’s best if all options are free.” Issac responded to the message almost in seconds: “Master 

Wade, VIP cards are all trivial matters. Wait a moment, I will personally send you home.” Charlie said: 



“Mr. Issac, you don’t need to take a trip in person, just arrange for a subordinate to send it over.” Issac 

hurriedly said: “Master Wade, you are welcome, I just want to go out to do something, pass by Tomson, 

and deliver it right away.” Charlie knew that he definitely couldn’t be on the way, but when he saw that 

he insisted on bringing it in person, he didn’t insist, and said to him: “Then you will be very hard to come 

by, Mr. Issac.” “Master, you are polite.” When Elaine heard this, the whole person flushed with 

excitement, and said excitedly: “Mom, my son-in-law just has faced, dear, Mr. Issac from Shangri-La will 

personally give the VIP card to this call. It’s incredible!” After speaking, she hurriedly asked Charlie: 

“Good son-in-law, can this card be used casually without spending money?” Charlie smiled slightly: “It 

should be, the details will not be known until President arrives.” Elaine was already so happy to fly, 

stretched both hands to the left for a while, and then to the right, still not forgetting to throw a wave-

like curve, and said with joy: “The SPA at Shangri-La can’t be visited once a year by most people. If I can 

have a free VIP card, I will go every day from now on. I will simply go after breakfast every morning and 

come back at night!” Jacob curled his lips and said, “You can just move over and live there.” Elaine 

stopped quarreling with him, and said with a smile: “Do you think I don’t want to? If you are the only 

old b@stard at home, I will definitely move in there and not come back.” After she finished speaking, 

she changed the conversation and said with a flattering smile: “But there are still my good son-in-law 

and my good daughter at home, don’t say anything else, I have to make breakfast for my good son-in-

law every day, so I like being here. You just know to reach out and open your mouth to eat, I have never 

seen you moving a leg to do anything for my good son-in-law.” 
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As Jacob heard this, he was a little agitated and wanted to say something, but he thought he couldn’t 

find a good reason to refute with his voice. 

“I haven’t made any contributions to this family, despite the fact that I haven’t been a demon all the 

time like you…” 

“Through Teng Teng Antique, I had previously made a fortune from Ervin. 

I figured it would be a decent way to make a fortune, but who would have known there would be none 

after that…” 

“Even the sc.umbag Ervin was enthralled. He used to be there every time I went to Antique Street, but I 

haven’t seen him in a long time! 

“Do not say that I am unable to locate Ervin’s number. Later, with the mindset of picking things up, I 

began collecting antiques, but I ended up losing a lot of money. 

I paid thousands of dollars to buy it, but I didn’t gain a lot of money. People opened their mouths and 

gave me a dollar or two as soon as I went to a professional organization to ask for a price, so it was 

basically a complete loss.” 

“I later formed the Calligraphy and Painting Society, and I was involved in the organization’s affairs every 

day.” 

Despite the fact that I am doing well in the association, it is mostly based on prestige and qualifications. 

It’s completely pointless when it comes to making money…” 



As a result, Jacob thought about it and realized, with emotion in his heart, that “Wow, so I seem to be 

very lackluster.” 

Charlie, my good son-in-law, bought me a car, assisted me in pretending, assisted me in slapping my 

forehead, and followed me around every day. 

But, but I haven’t helped him in any way…” 

Jacob felt more guilty in his heart for a while. 

“Charlie, what do you think is appropriate for Dad in this situation?” he said awkwardly to Charlie. 

“Dad, don’t you mix well in the Calligraphy and Painting Association?” Charlie asked, laughing. 

“It’s a good mix,” Jacob sighed, “but I still can’t mix capital.” 

“You and mom don’t have to worry about making money,” 

Charlie said, waving his hand. You two will retire with peace of mind or do anything you enjoy for this 

family I and Claire are enough. 

IF you insist, Painting and calligraphy are two things that come to mind. 

The connection is very powerful. 

It corresponds to your interests. It can also help you develop your feelings and make new friends. “Why 

don’t you try it?” 

“This is always free food at home, and Dad’s heart is still disturbed,” Jacob confessed, a little ashamed. 
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“Oh, Jacob, do you realize that you are eating for free?” Elaine sarcastically asked. I believe you have no 

self-awareness!” 

“Mom, it’s all a family,” Charlie hurriedly said. There is no such thing as a free lunch. Will you have to go 

out with father in the future to be self-reliant and self-sufficient?” 

“Oh, my son-in-law, that’s not what mom intended,” Elaine waved her hand when she realized this. 

Mom simply believes that Jacob does not work every day and does not do housework. It reminds me of 

a slap master. “Adequate……” 

Despite her desire to mock Jacob, Elaine did not want to put herself in danger. 

If Charlie honestly asked her to go out and find something to do, she will no longer have such a fun 

leisure time. 

“In this way, she will be responsible for mopping the kitchen, sweeping the floor, and cleaning the table 

to carry out the garbage in the future,” 

Jacob added hastily. All will be mine!” 



Charlie helplessly shook his head, but it was rude to Jacob. It just so happened that the villa was very 

big, making cleaning a big task. 

After all, Charlie had been living in the orphanage since he was eight years old, so he wasn’t used to 

asking the aunt. 

The young master’s problem is that he isn’t used to seeing anyone waiting for him. 

Elaine’s heart became a little more balanced after seeing Jacob taking the initiative to contract 

housework, so she didn’t bother to argue with him any longer. 

She is now awaiting Issac’s arrival because Issac has promised to give Charlie a SPA VIP card from 

Shangri-La, which is what she is most worried about right now. 

After a few minutes, Claire cooked the noodles, removed them from the pot, and quickly dipped them in 

cold water before placing them in a bowl with his garlic moss fried pork gravy and chopsticks. 

“Husband, how about my craft?” Claire said with a smile as he approached him. 

“It smells really sweet, it must be delicious!” Charlie exclaimed after giving it a good sniff. 

He took a sip of this soup as soon as he finished speaking. 

He was pleasantly surprised by this flavor. 

The taste of fried pork with garlic moss is excellent, the garlic moss is very fresh, and the heat is well 

balanced, so the taste is excellent, and Claire cuts the pork belly into diced meat and stirs the rich meat 

aroma in the pot. The initial garlic moss scent is mixed in, which is very appealing. 
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Furthermore, the noodles are perfectly cooked, and the hardness is just right. At first glance, it appears 

to be cooked with a pinch of salt and then precisely passed through cold water, resulting in fragrant and 

solid noodles. 

“Mom, what you do here is very wonderful!” Charlie couldn’t help but exclaim as he ate. Why didn’t I 

realize you had such a valuable skill?” 

“In the past, you used to cook,” Claire admitted, “and I rarely get started in the kitchen.” Since you like 

it, I’ll try to cook for you more often in the future!” 

“That’s awesome!” Charlie said with a light nod and a smile. But, my wife, don’t get too busy cooking. 

Isn’t the Emgrand Group’s schedule jam-packed? It’s preferable to focus on your job.“ 

“I’ll take care of the change,” Claire said quickly. 

“You eat quickly,” she said after speaking, “and if there isn’t enough, there will be noodles in the cup.” 

“Wow!” exclaims the speaker. 

“The noodles made by my wife are really the best I have ever eaten!” Charlie exclaimed after finishing 

two large bowls of noodles and wiping his lips. 



“Next time,” Claire said, smiling sweetly and comfortingly, “I’ll make you some other braised meat to 

try!” 

“It’s nice to dare to love,” Charlie said with a smile. 

The doorbell rang unexpectedly while he was speaking. 

Elaine was the first to respond, exclaiming, “Oh! I’ll open the door for President Issac, who must have 

come to deliver the VIP card!” 

After speaking, she bolted. 

“I, too, will come out and take a look,” Charlie said as he stood up. 

“Dad, there are visitors at home,” Claire said to Jacob. “Let’s go to the living room and say hello 

together.” 

“All right.” Jacob was also eager to meet Issac, so he followed Charlie out the door. 

Elaine had already opened the door over there as soon as the three of them entered the living room, 

and Issac was the one who came in. 

“Hello, Madam, I am Issac from Shangri-La,” Issac said politely at the time. 

“Oh, Mr. Issac, please come in, please come in!” Elaine hurriedly gave up the room, made an inviting 

gesture, and said with a smile. 

“Then I will trouble you, Madam,” Issac said quickly. 

With that said, he saw Charlie walking over as soon as he walked in, so he hurriedly said politely, 

“Master Wade!” 

“It’s very embarrassing to make you have a hard time running,” Charlie said with a small nod. 

“Not a big deal, don’t be so polite with me master,” Issac said, flattered. 

“Master Wade, these are two Shangri-La unlimited SPA VIP cards, which are for Ms. Elaine,” he said 

politely as he quickly took two Shangri-La personalized premium envelopes from his pocket and handed 

the cards to Charlie. 
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Elaine’s face was fixed when she saw these two envelopes. 

The most important thing for a woman of her age is to keep her body in good shape. 

It is nothing more than body skincare and body control, to put it simply. 

For many middle-aged women, body management is a daunting job. 

After all, if you want to shape your body, you must engage in physical activity. Many individuals are 

unable to keep up due to laziness or a lack of motivation. 

The skin care, on the other hand, is much simpler. 



You go down to the salon and sit down on the bunk. You don’t need to be concerned about anything. 

Many light-skinned, delicate little girls welcomed them with a selection of high-end skin care items. 

It’s the equivalent of having a massage because you have taken care of the whole body’s skin. 

As a result, affluent and wealthy wives, in general, enjoy visiting beauty and health salons. 

The price and cost of this high-end beauty SPA, on the other hand, are extremely high. 

In general, a full-body treatment would set you back at least 5,000 yuan. 

Furthermore, 5,000 yuan is just the basic equipment; first, the time will be short, and second, the skin 

care product brands used for care will be fairly common. 

In general, a full-body SPA with a top-tier skin care brand will set you back tens of thousands of dollars. 

The price will be approaching if you use a super first-line brand, such as the caviar skin care product that 

Charlie originally gave to Elaine. 

A hundred thousand dollars. 

Elaine didn’t have the confidence or courage to go to Shangri-La for SPA when she was the best in the 

past. 

Nowadays, Issac’s unlimited number and unlimited amount of VIP cards brought directly to top locations 

such as Shangri-La is simply one move that fully meets all of Elaine’s skin care needs. She couldn’t help 

but be ecstatic. 

Claire, on the other hand, was extremely embarrassed and said, “Mr. Issac, I am extremely embarrassed 

to accept such a costly gift…” 

“Mrs. Wade, you are welcome. Two VIP cards are nothing for Shangri-La, but Master Wade has 

supported us in Shangri-La all the time. 

If it weren’t for Master adjusting the Feng Shui for us, I’m sure Shangri-La would have long been in 

negative business. 

Bankruptcy was imminent,” Issac said with a smile. 

While Issac’s words were merely propaganda, Claire, Jacob, and Elaine were persuaded. 
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After all, they assume that Charlie’s promotion to Master status in Aurous Hill was due to his knowledge 

of Feng Shui, as many wealthy families sought his assistance. The words of Issac were not a concern. 

However, Claire continued to believe there was no validity, so he said euphemistically, “Really, I am very 

busy every day and don’t have much time to go to SPA or return my card. As for the other, I will first 

Thank you for my mother!” 

“Wife, don’t be shy about this little thing. Don’t tell me if you have time. You and mom can hold the card 

first. 



If you have time later, you can directly visit them,” Charlie said with a smile. 

“Mr. Issac, the next time I come to Shangri-La to see Feng Shui, you don’t need to pay me anymore,” he 

said to Issac after speaking to his wife. 

“Then how embarrassed Master!” Issac exclaimed, hurriedly and courteously. 

“Well, I should consider it. 

I will accept it,” Charlie said, waving his hand. “President Issac should not shirk this matter any longer.” 

“If this is the case, then I’m better off respecting my life!” Issac said after borrowing the donkey. 

“By the way, President, I have something to ask you for help with, I don’t know if it’s okay?” 

Jacob, who had been silent for a while, said, a little embarrassedly. 

“Mr. Willson, please say!” Issac hurriedly said. 

“That’s it…” Jacob coughed and said, “Our Aurous Hill Painting and Calligraphy Association recently 

wanted to hold a painting exhibition, but the venue has yet to be determined. 

Originally, I wanted to go to Treasures Pavilion, but there was a kidnapping and bombing case some 

time ago, and the citizens were a little panicked there after the incident. If we still want to go there. 

“No problem,” Issac said with a smile, “we have several banquet halls in Shangri-La, as well as a sky 

garden, which you can simply take out for your use if you don’t have time.” 

“Hey, didn’t Sky Garden say it’s wrong to outsource the field?” Jacob exclaimed, excitedly. 

“Will it create trouble for President Issac if I choose that?” 

“There is nothing to worry about,” Issac said quickly. 

“The sky garden is big and tastefully decorated, and it will undoubtedly contribute to the exhibition’s 

efficiency. Mr. Willson doesn’t need to be so polite!” 

“Wow! Thank you very much, Mr. Issac!” exclaimed Jacob, his face beaming. 

“By the way, President, do you know if there is an estimated sum for the cost of this sky garden?” he 

inquired after he had finished speaking. 

“Mr. Willson, I heard you are now the executive vice president of the Painting and Calligraphy 

Association?” Issac asked, smiling. 

“It’s just a falsework, not worth mentioning, not worth mentioning…” said Jacob, ashamed. 

“It’s already nice to be able to sit in this role,” Issac said solemnly. “Mr. Willson doesn’t have to be so 

modest.” 

“Since Mr. Willson is the executive vice president of the Calligraphy and Painting Association, this is my 

own business,” he said again. 



“Of course, I can’t raise money for my own business, so I have people arrange the place for free use by 

the Calligraphy and Painting Association.” 
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Mr. Issac, you have really helped us… To be frank, our Painting and Calligraphy Association has been 

relatively tight lately, and this expense has been compressing…” Jacob was pleasantly surprised. 

“In the future, if the Calligraphy and Painting Association wants venues or even funding for any events, 

you can contact me directly,” 

Issac said with a smile, handing Jacob a business card. 

Jacob was flattered and repeatedly thanked him, “Wow, thank you very much!” 

“Ah, by the way, Master, I still have something to do, so I won’t bother too much,” Issac said, looking at 

the time. 

“So I’ll give it to you,” Charlie grinned as he nodded. 

“Oh, Mr. Issac, you can be considered to know the door this time,” Elaine said, smiling. “You must come 

often in the future!” 

“Okay, okay, Master Wade and Madam Elaine, please stay, I can go by myself,” Issac said quickly and 

respectfully. 

“Then I won’t send you off,” Charlie smiled, not being polite. 

Elaine couldn’t wait to tell Charlie, “Good son-in-law, show me the VIP card quickly?” as soon as Issac 

had left she uttered. 

Charlie handed her an envelope. 

Elaine was ecstatic when she opened it. She danced with delight as soon as she opened it. When Charlie 

saw her smile, she shook her head helplessly. 

late in the evening 

Zhiyu stayed up late chatting with the excited family before retiring to her specially prepared bed. 

She couldn’t stop thinking about Charlie’s presence as soon as she laid down. 

Her girlish heart easily overflowed with girlish shyness, fantasy, and hope for the future when she 

thought of Charlie. 

Given the fact that Charlie had many ties with her family and that Charlie’s own situation was also 

peculiar, 

Zhiyu was not discouraged because she was halfway to finding him. 

In any case, this is a positive development. 

However, if you really want to be good, you will have a long way to go. 



The duration, on the other hand, is irrelevant. 

Zhiyu had the impression that she should either wait or try slowly. 

A knock on the door rang just as she was about to leave. 

“Who?” she unintentionally inquired. 

“Zhiyu, it’s me,” Zhifei declared. 

“You wait a moment, brother,” Zhiyu said hurriedly. 

She quickly got up and put on her dressing gown after speaking, then opened the room door. 

“Brother, is there something going on at this late hour?” 

She inquired as she approached Zhifei outside the house. 

“Zhiyu, is it convenient for you to talk?” Zhifei asked, looking around and purposely lowering his voice. 

“Convenient,” Zhiyu said, thinking that her brother was concerned about her and wanted to speak to 

her, so she easily gave up time and invited Zhifei in. 

She had no idea that her elder brother had experienced earth-shattering changes during the time she 

was rescued by Charlie… 

 


